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The American people are living in a crisis atmosphere--crisis at home and 

crisis abroad. 

They are confused and bewildered. The times cry out for strong national 

leadership, a way out of the sea of troubles in which this country now is 

floundering. 

And this is the greatest tragedy--that a crisis of confidence compounds all 

of the Nation's difficulties. There is no leader charting a clear course for the 

country, no strong voice to which America's millions can respond, for the people 

hsve lost confidence in Lyadon B. Johnson and his administration. 

The latest nationwide poll by Lou Harris indicates that only 23 per cent of 

the American people approve of the way Mr. Johnson is doing his job as President. 

The same low rating, 23 per cent, is given Mr. Johnson's handling of the Vietnam War. 

I submit that this lack of confidence in the Johnson-Humphrey Administration 

stems from one major cause--that the Administration's record of performance 

falls far short of its promises. Newsmen call it a "credibility gap." In fact, 

CBS commentator Walter Cronkite and others have bluntly accused the Administration 

of lying. I prefer to believe that this Administration has made a series of major 

mistakes in jud~1ent--so many as to cause a massive deterioration of the public 

trust. 

Why have the American people lost faith in their government? 

We all remember that in late 1963 Secretary of Defense McNamara said that 

"the major part" of America's military task in South Vietnam could be "completed 

by the end of 1965." Then there \o7ere 14,000 Americans serving in Vietnam--as 

advisers to Southvietnamese military commanders. Now there are some 480,000 

American military personnel in Vietnam, and the President has said he will 

increase this commitment to 525,000. 

We all recall the statement made by Lyndon Johnson during the 1964 presi-

dential campaign--that ·~e don't want our American boys to do the fighting for 

Asian boys" and that we don't want to "get tied down in a land war in Asia." 

(more) 
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Reminded of this statement at a White House press conference last Nov. 1, 

Mr • Johnson said, "There has not been a change of policy. 11 And he added, ''That 

did not imply then and does not imply now that we would not do what we needed 

to do to deter aggression." 

For my part, I believe every American interpreted Mr. Johnson's 1964 campaign 

statements to mean that he would not send hundreds of thousands of Americans to 

fight a land war in Southeast Asia. And I believe Ho Chi Minh may also have 

been misled into thinking America's role in Vietnam would continue to be advisory. 

In fact, there may be a Credibility Gap between Hanoi and Washington as 

long as Lyndon Johnson occupies the White House. 

But the Credibility Gap extends beyond the Vietnam War and into many facets 

of our domestic affairs. 

In December, 1965, President Johnson said he was going to reduce federal 

payrolls by 25,000. Instead, the Johnson-Humphrey Administration added 187,506 

employes to the payroll over the next seven months. Currently civilian employ

ment by the federal government stands at nearly 3 million. That reflects a 

jump of 243,400 between June 1966 and June 1967. 

In his State of the Union Message on Jan. 27, 1966, President Johnson said: 

"I intend to ask the Congress to consider measures that, without improperly 

invading State and local authority, will enable us to deal effectively with 

strikes that may cause irreparable damage to the national interest." 

That was the promise--a pledge to send recommendations to Congress aimed at 

improving our handling of national emergency strikes. That was in January, 1966. 

Has the President fulfilled that promise? Most emphatically not. Instead he 

has so mismanaged the economy that 1967 will be a banner year for strikes and 

1968 promises to set an even more damaging record. 

The Congress simply has been unable to believe this Administration in fiscal 

matters. Small wonder the economy is being buffeted by the winds of 

uncertainty. As for the wage-earner, his paycheck is slimmer than two years 

ago in terms of what it will buy. 

A look at the record shows that the President forecast a $1.8 billion 

deficit for fiscal 1967 but closed the books 12 months later with a $9.7 billion 

deficit. Last January he predicted an $8.1 billion deficit for fiscal 1968, 

but now he talks of a deficit of $30 to $35 billion. 

As a good friend of Lyndon Johnson's, Walter Reuther, is fond of saying ••• 

America is in deep trouble. 
(more) 
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I suggest the reason we are in trouble is lack of leadership and lack of 

honesty in our national government. No government which lacks strong direction 

at the top can long retain the trust of the American people. And without the 

trust of the people, no government can succeed. 

f! f! 41 II 
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FISCAL POLICY -- LOOKING AHEAD 
MAURICE H. STANS 

SEPTEMBER 11, 1967 

Most of our thinking on fiscal policy today focuses on 

the President's proposed 1~~ tax increase. The general 

assumption is that an increase, for a limited period, will 

carry over our fiscal policies until the budget is somehow 

back under control. But I fear that a tax increase now is 

only a temporary aspect of a much longer predicament one 

that will plague our fiscal policies for a long time to come, 

Unless we deal with deeper causes and deeper solutions than 

we have been . 

The amounts likely to be enacted as tax -increases are 

only a token contribution to the deficits the government faces. 
ZL 

The President has said that without a tax increase the deficit 

could be as high as $29 billion this year. While this may be 

slightly exaggerated, my own estimate is that with a tax 

increase the deficits will probably be about $22 billion this 

year and $16 billion next year~ 

Where does all this leave us for the longer future? What 

can we expect to happen in the years after 1969? When do we 

-·--~--

get rid of the rest of the deficit? 

.. 
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Amid all the current confusion and uncertainty over 

fiscal policy, it is easier to see into the distance than 

it is to be sure of the foreground. And in that distant view 

there are prospects that are very disturbing and almost 

frfghteni ng. And they rai se questions as to whe ther, over 

the long run, we are dealing with the issue of government 

s pending in the most effective wax. Perhaps in the inter-
~----~~~----------------------~ 

mittent d-riyes for economy we are just treating symptoms 

rather than causes. 

/ 
RECENT HISTORY 

To put all this into per spe ctive, here are some figures 

as to the growth of government spending since 1930: 
c 

1930 3 billi on 

1940 9 billi on 

1950 4 0 billion 

1960 80 b i lli on 

In each of those decades spending more than doubled. Two 

wars i nterve ned, but each r e tur n to peacetime f ound a much 

higher plateau. In this thirty year period the budget was 

-----t-t-~a.J..a nc.ed-3ust--six---t-ime s, --and t-he na-tiona l debt--grew from about 

$2 0 billion t o $300 billion . 
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Eight years and eight budgets have ensued since thep, 

and here's what has happened in those 8 years: 

.-
of the overnment rew 25% 

Civilian payrolls of the government grew 75~ -
Government spending grew 8~fo 

There were 8 deficits in a row 

But we're in a war now in Vietnam and that may have 

distorted the figures for this period. If we break them 

down some more we find that in these eight years: 

Defense spending grew 68% 

Nondefense spending grew.97% 

Welfare and health spending grew 2l~fo 

42 million people now receive a regular monthly check 

from the government. 

j 1 So the major thrust of increased spending in ~he ~960 • s )J~ 

1S in .civilian programs, not in defense and the V1etnam war. r' 
There are two years still to go in the 1960's. By the 

time they are in we can expe ct that for the decade: 

'The budget will have doubled to $160 billion 

The deficits will have totalled almost $100 billion 

The national debt will h ave gone up to about $400 billion 
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At this point you may have one question. What if the war 

in Vietnam is ended? Won't that change things? 

If we trust history, it would be a mistake to expect very 

much of a reduction. There will certainly be a significant 

decline in some defense costs. But new demands for Federal 

spending are ready to absorb most of the savings, possibly 

before the taxpayers can get much relief. There are fully 

developed new programs in the Pentagon and in the civilian 

agencies right now to more than replace any reduction in 

war costs. 

The military wants new and better aircraft, and improved 

missiles and warheads; there will be strong demand for an 

anti-missile device. And the civilian agencies are geared 

up with social programs almost beyond measure. 

THE NEXT DECADE 

With all this as background, how can we determine wha~ 

the major influences will be on government spending in the 

1970's? I s there any reason to expect the sharp upward trend 

doubling every 10 years - to come to an end now? Has government 

-
outgo reached a level that meets all the needs of our society? 

---+----
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Quite surely, the answers are in the negative. There is 

too much momentum in government growth for it suddenly to 

level out. Here are just a few statistics on some of these 
~ 

f orces that will carry spending highe·r:1 , even if nothing 

new is undertaken. 

The·unfunded commitments of the government top~ 

in the future, for retirement benefits, for soci al security, 

for veteran·s pensions, for completion of public works, for - . 

subsidies, and for many other items, are now about $1,000 

billion and are growing each year. 

Hundreds of government programs and projects have 

been started on a "thin edge of the wedge" basis, for small 

amounts that are surely destined to mushroom. 

Government welfare program authorizations hav e grown 

from 239 in 1964 to 399 in 1966 to about 450 in 1968, and no 

end is in sight. 

As a result of all this, the annual ~built-in growth in 
::;, 

the cost of present government activities is probably around 

$5 billion a year and there is little likelihood of any of 

this coming to a n end . 

~o the next question is: what else is ahead? Here i s 

where the answer becomes formidable. 

I 
I 
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Public clamor and government promises for more government 

funds are evidenced in the public press daily: 

The Postmaster General says that quite a few 

billions are necessary for new facilities to move the mail. 

The space agency wants large sums to go to Mars 
.. 

and Venus. 

Transportation is scheduled for new billions of 

government help, including the supersonic transport. 

Educational interests want many billions of dollars 

more a year for their causes. 

There are proposals to build as many as 500,000 units 

of government housing a year, at a cost in billions. 

Proposed manpower training and retraining could 

cost billions; and some want guaranteed employment by the 

government at much higher cost. 

An anti-missile missile, more military planes, and 

more powerful warheads may be on the way, and these could 

cost $10 to $20 billions. 

Cleaning up water pollution is talked about as a 

$100 billion job, and air pollution may be equally costly. 
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The mayor of a large city says he needs a billion 

dollars more a year from Washington, and others speak of 

needs for the cities totaling hundreds of billions. One 

plan is Philip Randolph's Freedom Budget of $185 billion 

over ten years; Whitney Young c~s for a $165 billion 

Domestic Marshall Plan. 

Rent subsidies and home purchase subsidies could 

grow into billions. 

The President says that grants in aid, which now 

amount to $15 billion a year, could quadruple to $60 billion 

in five years. 

Guaranteed annual incomes or the negative income 

tax, if enacted, could range from $10 billion to $30 billion, 

or more. 

Revenue sharing with the states could take billions 

from the Federal Treasury each year. And so on and on. 

Not all of these are inevitable. Some overlap, and some 

will never mature. But many of these, and many others, will 

be forcefully promoted and some will surely come to pass. If 

much of this does come, the budget will be engulfed in a wave 

of spending that will destroy all hope of fiscal control. A 

nuclear-sized explosion in government spending threatens us with 

more force and urgency than at any other time in history. 
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If we want to determine how to cope with such a threat, 

we need to know more of the forces behind the proposals. Why 

is so much being demanded of our government - at a time when 

the well-being of the people is at its highest? 

I believe that, in varying degrees of importance, there 

are five principal causes: 

(1} An impatience for grogress - At no time in the 
~ -

world's history has there been such a broad revolt against 

the status quo, such a public demand for more and better 

things, such a revolution of rising expectations. Under 

conditions of social revolution, cost is always secondary. 

(2} Politics - Candidates for office and office-holders 

have come to believe that the way to power is to promise more 

and more, even though the promises may far exceed the fiscal 

capacity of the government or of the country. And some of 

these promises get to be performed, however wasteful they may be. 

(3} Economic experimentation - To stimulate growth 

with less sacrifice, there have risen new theories designed to 

.~·· evolve a finely tuned economic structure with a constant upward 

momentum. How well these experiments will survive under changing 

conditions still remains to be seen. 
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(4) The philosophy of the "affluent society" - This 

is the belief that much of our productive system has grown 

from synthetically created demands for unimportant products 

and unnecessary services, while real needs of the people are 

neglected and, therefore, must be provided by government. 

This is the creed of many in and out of government today. 

(5) The "crash" approach - This is the proposition 

that money in unlimited quanti~ies will solve any problem 

overnight. I 
These five forces, feeding on each other, are what have 

compounded government s pending in the last few decades. If 

they continue unchecked over the next decade, I fear these 

consequences: 

There is l ittle like lihood of a balanced budaet in 

the next ten years. 

Deficits will continue and even grow, and the --
national debt will mount still more . 

There is a strong probability that government spending 

may double again in the 1970 ' s . 

Only a drastic change in national attitudes will pr e ve nt 
-~----

these deve lopments from the present trends . 
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These results are not inevitable but ·~they are more likely 

than you may think. A $300 billion budget in 1980 is no 

le~~ble today than a $160 billion budget seemed in 

1960. And the surging forces for social change, for economic 

equality, for governme.nt beneficence, are far more strong 

and better organized than they were 10 years ago. 

On matters such as this, there is always the danger of 

exaggeration. But the circumstances exist, and the only 

difference i~probable outcome is one of degree. I hope I 

i/\ .~ 
~~oversta~ne case. 

Having expressed these concerns, I wish I could give you 

a simple 5-point program for resolving them. L do feel that 

we are beyond the point at which occasional slogans for 

economy in government will do much good, at which sporadic 

drives for budget cutting will stem the flood . We need 

somehow to approach the causes more directly and find better 

and less costly solutions for the nation's problems -- to -
eliminate the crash psychology, to thwart "promising" politicians, 

to fight the "affluent society" theme that government knows 

best, to restrict dangerous economic experimentation. -
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Most :importan·t of all, we need somehow to bring realism into 

the expections of the people~ to do what is possible to 

help the underprivileged to help themselves, and to stop 

those agitators who whet public appetites with slogans and 

undeliverable promises. At the heart of it all, we need 

somehow to get people to realize that there is no instant 

tomorrow. 

Jacques Rueff, the French economist, recently questioned 

whether a democratic society could ever exercise fiscal 

discipline. Somehow, it seems to me that the trends I 

have described may be asking the same question. And that 

is something for all of us to think about. 
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• ._.Address of Rep. Carl Albert, Majority Leader, U. s. House of Repre::::e:ntatives, before the 

annual meeting of the Cotton Producers Association in Atlanta., Ga., Nov. 20, 1967. 

WHY VIETNAM? 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I am highly honored by and very appreciative of your ir..vitc:tic::l to ac1.d.ress 

you during this the annual meeting of the Cotton Producer h Association. I f:i.nd 

additional pleasure in the fact that on this occasion your meeting is held in this 

great city of Atlanta, a. splendid metropolis, a leader in the buciness a~d indus· 

trial growth of the great southern states and of the nation---a city rich in material 

resources, and rich again in its heroic past and in the promise of its future. 

Of course, before proceeding, I know you will forgi7e me for extending the 

hand of greeting and of friendship to those among you who hail fro~ my district 

in the state of Oklahoma, a. district which has much in common with the old and 

new south---with the old in that many of its citizens of today are descend.c.n!".s of 

those who followed Jackson and Lee in battles of eternal glory, an.1 descendants of 

those who were the followers of the great Chiefs of the Creeks, the Choctaws, the 

Chickasaws and the Seminoles. In common with the new South, frc~ a blel:c.irz of 

these racial sources, Oklahoma. today possesses a citizenry of marked intelligence, 

courage, bravery, and patriotism--·& people who are proud of the::: r n:.the Gt.s.te $ 

and proud of our magnificent Republic~ 

It gives me great pleasure, indeed, to address a. far:ner' s cooperat:i.ve, 

especially a. cotton cooperative, because in my youth I worked hard in t'b.e cotton 

fields around Bug Tussle where I grew up a.s a. boy with a sympathy for the farmer 

that will endure throughout my lifetime. I think that in doing business through 

a cooperative, the farmer is bringing to bear upon the matter of his farm income 

the greatest possible force for improving not only farming as a business, but 

improving the individual living standards of the farmer himself. Consequently, 

you find me always in the front ranks of those, the farmer, and the farmer's 

cooperative, count as their loyal friends. 

We have all been disappointed in the amount of farm income for 1967. 

However, we must remember that the year seems worse because it follows intnediately 

behind the year which broke all records of income for agriculture. In l966, 

under the same farm programs of our national administration, net fa~m income 

climbed to $16.4 billion dollars; that was forty percent more than 1960 and 
.~ 
'• 

18 percent higher than 1965. There is certainly one thing we have to be tha!'l.!d'ul 

for as we approach a new Thanksgiving Day, and that is we have whit!.iled a-..;ay the 

surplus of commodities built up during the fifties until now we a~e virt~~lly 

i'ree of unnecessary carry over stocks. With the 1967 harvest seacon 'tlcll unc1erway, 
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the Commodity Credit Corporation investment in farm commodities is down to 

$2.9 billion dollars, and that represents a reduction of nearly $2 billion 

dollars from the year before, and it is a reduction of about $5.5 billion from 

the peak investment years of 1956 and 1959. Meanwhile cotton has remained 

competitive, farm income has improved, and government expenditures have been 

materially reduced. Since the supply has been reduced to a mere manageable 

level, the agricultural department will increase production for 1968. 

I have now arrived at the issue which I have decided should be discussed 

with you this evening, an issue which involves not only American agriculture, 

but labor, capital and every avenue of American social, industrial and economic 

interest. Tonight, I wish to add my voice to those of others in support of 

our present policy concerning Vietnam. 

I invite your consideration of this question: WHY ARE WE IN VIETNAM? 

So that we may arrive at a proper conclusion, I deem it proper at this time to 

review first, the general historical background of our policy, and second, 

the particular, or immediate chronology of events which have brought four 

hundred fifty thousand American servicemen, forty thousand Koreans, and an in

creasing number of troops from other nations in the Asiatic theatre, into the 

jungles and the swamps of South Vietnam. 

The historians, in my judgment, will eventually write that President 

Johnson has pursued the only wise and sound course to be taken in this struggle 

against the enemies of our country. They will point out, when time has placed 

things in proper perspective, that after all, he did not begin the war---

he did not initiate the policy---he inherited it. He inherited it from 

President Truman, from President Eisenhower, and from President Kennedy. 

The policy back of our fighting has been pursued by every president 

since World War II. It was the policy which lead to the Grecian-Turkish 

loans---a policy to stem the tide of international communism during the 

Truman administration. In February, 1949, President Truman said: "The very 

existence of the Greek State is today threatened by terrorist activities of 

several thousand armed men led by communists who defy the government's 

authority. I believe it must be the policy of the United States to support free 

peoples who are resisting subjugation by armed minorities or outside pressures. 

Should we fail to aid Greece and Turkey in this fateful hour, the effect will be 

far reaching to the west as well as to the east. We must take immediate and 

resolute action." President Truman saved Greece. He followed the same policy 
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in regard to South Korea. He saved South Korea from communist dictatorship 

and tyranny. 

President Eisenhower pursued the same sound policy when he intervened 

in Lebanon to prevent successful communist aggression in that nation. In 

1959, President Eisenhower said, 11 Strategically, South Vietnam's capture by 

the communists would bring their power several hundred miles into a hitherto 

free region. The remaining countries in Southeast Asia would be menaced by a 

great flanking movement. The freedom of 12 million people would be lost 

immediately, and that of 150 million in adjacent lands would be seriously 

endangered. The loss of Vietnam would set in motion a crumbling process that 

could as it progressed, have grave consequences for us and for freedom." 

In 1962, President Kennedy told the people of this nation: "Withdrawal in the 

case of Vietnam and the case of Thailand might mean a collapse of the entire 

area." Many months later, he said: "We are not going to withdraw from that 

effort. In mw opinion, for us to withdraw from that effort would mean a 

collapse not only of South Vietnam, but Southeast Asia. So, we are going to 

stay there." Thus, three predecessors of President Johnson, each elected 

President by the free votes of the nation, established the Vietnam policy 

before him. I repeat, it is not his policy alone, it has been our national 

policy for more than twenty years. 

For our people to understand fully why we are at war in Vietnam, and 

why we should remain there until victory is ours, demands a review of the 

immediate historical occurrence of events which have led to our action to 

contain communism in Southeast Asia. Let us go back fifty years---back until 

the day the bolsheviks, a minority, by violence, terror and torture, seized 

power in Russia. They then proclaimed their international goal---that all 

the world would be ruled by communist governments as a result of a global 

revolution by which all free governments, all capitalistic societies such as 

ours, would be overthrown and totally destroyed, and replaced by communist 

governments which would deny the existence of a God, condemn religious belief, 

destroy individual liberty and freedom, and make every man a pawn of the state. 

To cap it all, these governments would take away the right of the individual to 

own property by placing the ownership of all means of producing wealth in 

the hands of the communist state. Fifty years ago they first aimed their guns 
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at our heads. Fifty years ago Lenin, their original leader, proclaimed: "THE ROAD 

TO WASHINGTON IS NOT THROUGH PARIS--IT IS THROUGH PEKING." 

It was not until after WOrld War II that our leaders began clearly to 

understand the determined, relentless, aggressive and tyrannical policy of 

international communism. It now appeared in its true colors. Hypocritically 

referring to nations conquered by it as "peoples democracies," or "peoples 

republics," it proceeded by sabotage, insurrection, and outright violence 

and force when necessary to gobble up, as did Russia, all the nations of 

Eastern Europe, Turkey and Greece alone escaping because of aid from our nation. 

We watched the spread of the tentacles of this Octopus of tyranny and of evil 

as it probed in every direction, on every continent to bring more and more 

free peoples into the slavery of its command. Our people saw China and Cuba 

brought within the realm of communistic control and power. A control which 

when once established is relentlessly maintained, as in the case of revolting 

Hungary, when Russian tanks shot down and murdered Hungarian children in the 

streets of Budapest. 

Communism continues to probe and will continue to probe for new lands 

to conquer until finally they find themselves in a position to realize their 

dream of fifty years--the downfall and destruction of the United States of 

America. Edmund Burke once said, "Civilization is a contract between the great 

dead, the living, and the unborn." We know the great dead, the martyrs who 

died for our liberties throughout our history, have kept their contract with 

us. Unborn Americans have the right to expect us to pass on to them the same 

freedom and liberty which the past won for us. As President Johnson has 

said: "I would rather stand in Vietnam, in our time, and by meeting this danger 

now and facing up to it, thereby reduce the danger for our children and for 

our grandchildren." David Lawrence, eminent news analyst, warns us with these 

words: "Do the American people know the true meaning of the communist menace? 

Or, do they think the Vietnam war is simply a colossal blunder by which American 

troops have been dragged into fighting a small nation in Southeast Asia---many 

Americans have forgotten the periodic news reports from different parts of the 

world in the last few years disclosing the activities of communist infiltrators, 
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and indeed, in the case of Cuba, the actual building and equipping of missile bases 

by the Soviets within 90 miles of our own sea coast---American policy in Vietnam is 

regarded by the communists as in the critical stage today. For, if as Moscow and Pe

king hope, the United States tries to wiggle out of Vietnam, the pressure by the 

communists in Africa, as well as in Europe, will be intensified---too many Americans 

forget that communism is a world wide apparatus---the Vietnam war is a part of a 

global mechanism. 11 

Ho Chi Minh, the communist dictator of North Vietnam, is now the oldest living 

communist leader trained and taught by the bolsheviks of Russia. He has been re

sponsible for building the communist party strength in North Vietnam and for 

staging the revolution following World War II and which forced the French to capitu

late, and which brought about the Geneva Convention and the treaty to which 

Ho Chi Minh pledged his solemn word. This treaty provided: 

First: Laos and Cambodia to be lett as separate and independent states. 

Second: Vietnam to be divided at the 17th parallel, the north under communist 

control, the south to remain free. 

Third: Troops or guerilla forces under Hanoi's control in South Vietnam to 

be recalled north, and, 

Fourth: An international Control Commission, composed of representatives of 

Poland, India, and Canada to police the provisions of the Geneva Convention. 

Fifth: An election to be held at the end of two years in South Vietnam to 

determine if it should by popular vote become a part of the North, or remain tree. 

Instead of abiding by the agreement, Ho Chi Minh reduced it to a scrap of paper. 

As always in the history of communism, expediency and duplicity took the place of a 

solemn promise, and hypocrisy took the place of honor. Hanoi forces in the South 

were never removed. They became stronger. The 17th parallel became meaningless. 

The communists chose to use a route of conquest through Laos and Cambodia. Hanoi 

violations of the Geneva conference became rampant. Communist conspirators re

organized their military forces in the south, and by extortion, murder and cruelty, 

and torture sought to force and compel the people to follow their command. 7, 500 

civilians, largely teachers and local officials and their families were assassinated 

by the Viet Cong, 36,500 were kidnapped in the attempt to beat a free nation down 

upon its knees. Finally, the South Vietnamese government asked for help and aid from 

the United States. President Eisenhower, following our long-established policy of 
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containment of communism, responded. However, the communist world had its mind set 

upon the fact that its next victim is South Vietnam. This should be abundantly 

clear. From all over the various communist countries have come supplies, arms, 

modern weapons, mortars and miSSiles to be used in bringing South Vietnam to 

submission and its allies to defeat. Now fighting along with our troops are soldiers 

from Australia, New Zealand, South Korea, and medical teams from many other free nations. 

There are those who contend that the war in Vietnam is a mere civil war between 

the North and the South, and that we have no right to interfere. How can those who 

hold this view be so blind as to the facts? What explanation do they advance to 

justify the presence of 45,000 North Vietnamese regular soldiers in the country of 

Laos where Ho Chi Minh has seized twenty per cent of Laotian territory in a military 

aggression aimed at conquering the entire nation? I wonder what explanation they have 

for the action of all communist countries supporting Hanoi. If their contention is 

true why is it that Hungary, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Armenia, China, Russia, and 

all the Balkan States, all communist dictatorships, are pouring their resources into 

the struggle? Let us face the truth! The war in Vietnam is a war aggressively fought 

by ccmmunism to carry out its plan of world domination. Here is authority to prove 

that this is so: 

The President of the Philippines has this to say: "Vietnam is the focus of 

attention now---it may happen to Thailand or the Philippines, or anywhere, where 

there is misery, disease, ignorance---for you to renounce your position of leadership 

in Asia is to allow the Red Chinese to gobble up all of Asia." The Foreign Minister 

o-f' ':"h3iland has said: "The American decision will go down in history as the move that 

prevented the world from having to face another conflagration." Before the United 

Nations, Australia's External Affairs Minister has said: "Those who criticize nations 

supporting South Vietnam are using double standards falsifying the issues." 

The Prime Minister of Australia has said: '~e are there because while communist 

aggression persists the whole of Southeast Asia is threatened." In the past month 

he has added: "The resolution of the American Administration to see the Vietnam war 

through is not only a mark of statesmanship, but of political courage, for it is not 

a popular or easy course." 

The President of South Korea has said: "For the first time in our history, 

we decided to dispatch our combat troops overseas, because in our belief any aggression 

against the Republic of South Vietnam represents a direct and grave menace against 

the security and peace of free Asia, and therefore directly jeopardizes the very 
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security and freedom of our own p.:;ople." 

The Prime Minister of New Zealand said: "\le can tl2ank God that P.meric~. 

at least regards aggression in Asia uith the same concern as it regards 

aggression in Europe---and is prepared to back up its concern with action." 

The Prime l.finister of Singapore said: "I feel the fate of Asi.a---

south and southeast Asia---will be decided in the next fevT years by ·what happPns 

in Vietnam. Prince Souvanna PhoU!!Ca, Laotian Prime Minister, pleaded with United 

Nations delegates not to forget that his count~y has bee~ invaded by North 

Vietnam. forces and vrants something more than a pe:1ce betvTeen cease fires. 

These nations include surrounding neighbors of South Vietnam. '.l'hey are 

near the fire. Surely they are in a better position to judee the true nattn:·r:! 

of the VietDam war than our so-called intellectuals and foreign affairs 

drug store cowboys thousands of miles away. There are those who dissent fro~ 

our chosen course of action in this war, and they have a right to dissent. 

Hm-:cver, I have n:::ver received a letter from a servicem:J.n in Vietnam who 

agrees v;ith these dissenters. Like the case of Captain Ja:x.es Spruill, 

v;i.10 tvro months before b; eave his life in Vietnam wrote to his wife: "Please 

don't let them back there where you are sell me down the river with talk of 

despair and defeat. Talk rathe:c of steadfastness, loyalty, and victory---

for vre must and we can win here. There is no backing out of Vietna::~. for 

it will follow us wherever v~e go. We have drawn the line here and the 

America vre all know and love best is not one to break av:ay . 11 

',,_~~··-· - ) 

~ndoubtedly (t~weeks ago, most of you through your new.sp:::tper or 

I television became ~~a;e of t~~, so-called Peace r~rch whose participants 

erupted in violence in our national Capitol while attem:9ting to close dmvn the 

Pentag•:;!1. These people were ostensibly expressing their right to dissent---a right 

our Republic does not question. ~doubt, there were many well-meaning citizens 

amon'-' them vrho have honest differences of opinion with the Administration, but 

in my judgment, .v:e would be naive to think that these marchers '"'::l'.::~ed only 

thos2 who have a distaste for war. Tbe group certainly v;as basically ...... 

organized by international conmn:nism, c-md the march:::r-s included every corru:;:.unist 
I : 

and coJrmunist sympathiz~r in the United States who was able to make the 

tri~ It is passing strange that on the very day this protest was made in 
.w 

Washington, similar demonstrations took place in all communist countries, 

in Latin America, Europ~ 
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and even in Australia whose troops are in battle in Vietnam. Of course, the common --... -
denominator, the common organizer of all these events is the communist world wide 

~aratus_: ,tt is a strange coincidence that counter demonstrations in support of the 

struggle for liberty in South Vietnam did not occur in various countries as they did 

~in the United State~J 
There are many people in this country who are helping the communist cause 

in Vietnam by centering their dissent upon the President by vicious personal attack, 

contending loudly that we should withdraw from Vietnam, contending our war there is 

aggressive, cruel, and immoral. I recognize the right of people to dissent, that is 

their privilege as citizens of a free country. However, in a time of war, when 

450,000 of the fellow citizens of these dissenters are engaged in battle, when many 

are literally pouring their life blood out upon the soil of a foreign land, there is 

duty as well as right, there is responsibility as well as dissent. ~~ese dissenters 

now howling around the country are nothing more than a communist·serving fifth column in 

our midst. They should consider the words of General Giap, defense minister of 

North Vietnam, when he said of them and their actions: "Their views are a valuable 

mark of sympathy11 A VALUABLE MARK OF SYMPATHY FOR THE ENEMY J Those words and the 

source of those words should be indelibly imprinted upon the mind of every American. 

Some weeks ago, with Giap's phrase upon his lips, Speaker McCormack drew a standing 

ovation from the House when he declared: '1If I were one of those who loudly proclaim 

their dissent, my conscience would be such that it would disturb me for the rest 

of my life." During the past month, General Eisenhower in speaking of dissenters, 

made this significant statement: "I am saddened by Americans who give divided counsel 

to the fighting forces in Vietnam. Those speaking against administration practices 

are exercising their right of dissent but we need to be moderate in tone and emphasis. 

No one can be all seeing or can afford to be dictatorial." Senator Dirkson, 

Senate Republican Minority Leader, has strongly condemned the dissenters who 

speak out against our policy in Vietnam. Yes, everyone who makes a speech, everyone 

who writes an article lambasting our war action in time of war shows a lack of re-

sponsibility, and is like another bullet aimed at the back of an American soldier 

fighting for freedom and liberty on the battlefields of Vietnam. Let us say to these 

dissenters, stop stabbing our soldiers in the back. Stop helping the enemy. Stop 

encouraging Ho Chi Minh. Stop prolonging the war. Pitch in and help until the war 
·-------------------------------------------------------------
is won, and do your dissenting afterwards. We have no alternative but to push courageous-

ly forward to certain victory in Vietnam. We must never quail in the face of the 

determined resistance of a stubborn foe. Our enemy is depending upon the critics 
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of the President, the dissenters to our policy. He thinks that they will win the 

war for him. These dissenters say to us and to the President, LET US NEGOTIATE. 

Fling the answer to them. The President has sought at every opportunity to bring the 

war to an end, to establish peace, to negotiate. The reply of Ho Chi Minh has in 

each instance been---we will negotiate after you stop bombing, after you completely 

withdraw from South Vietnam---in other words, you must abjectly surrender before we 

will negotiate. Of course, you know what would be the result of such a course. He 

would conquer and seize all South Vietnam, and as communists have always done, 

liquidate those who have fought for liberty, murder its leaders, and its headmen and 

its school teachers, and everyone who has fought the war against him. Our only course 

is the policy now pursued by the President of the United States. 

The fact is that there is no basis for pessimism over the way things are going 

in Vietnam. In addition to our troops, the south Vietnamese have 735,000 combat 

soldiers, out of a population of fifteen million, in the field. They now capture 

more than three weapons to every one they lose to the enemy, which is a reversal from 

two years ago. Also, there are 54,000 troops from other nations now engaged in the 

fighting and these are on the increase. Some people ask, are we winning? The answer 

is to be found in the fact that forty per cent of enemy bases in South Vietnam have 

been neutralized. Enemy defections have risen to fort~ thousand in this year alone. 

In North Vietnam our bombing has destroyed 85% of its electrical power, 30% of its 

railways, half of its Mig Jets, 3,500 trucks and 4,000 water craft. The disastrous 

effects of our bombing is now openly admitted by the Hanoi regime. No wonder that it 

and its supporters cry, "halt the bombing~" Yes, we are winning. All we must do is 

persevere and we can throw back this attempt of modern tyrannical aggression to carve 
----··--------· 

off yet another piece of the free world~ 

We have the resources to overcome both our domestic evils and our foreign foes. 

This is a strong country. Today, our nation is the most powerful, the richest, most 

progressive land in all the world. Our annual production now surpasses $740 billion 

dollars---half of that of all the rest of the world. Eleven of our States have more 

productive power than all of Soviet Russia. The State of California has productive 

power as great as that of all communist China. The eastern half of the United States 

equals the productive power of all of western Europe. Illinois alone produces wealth 

equal to that of all of Africa. New York, Connecticut and Rhode Island produce 

as much as all of France, and Ohio alone produces as much as all of India. But the 

real strength of America goes beyond its material resources and its productive power. 
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Our strength lies in the ideals of our people and in their determination to 

preserve those ideals at whatever cost. 

We can, and we will win this war. We will stem the tide of communist cruelty. 

In Vietnam we will bar the door to further communist aggression. All we need is 

patience, national unity, and trust in our leaders. Let us move out from the shadow 

of pessimism and despair and into the sunshine of a new hope, rejoicing in the 

strength of our great democracy, determined to sustain and preserve it for our posterity, 

convinced that our nation will surmount and conquer the problems of the day and 

move into an era of peace and prosperity and the progress of future years. 




